A couple of months ago, someone made an off-handed comment in a meeting
that seemed to indicate that some of our people did not know who we are or
where we are going as a department. To be honest, I did not give it too much
thought; not out of disrespect; but more out of disbelief. In the early stages of
change, sounds of frustration are often louder than those of hope. But, there
have just been too many flip charts, power points, work plans, emails, social
media posts, and council presentations for someone to not know where we
are going, right? So, it was difficult to hear, but the explanation made enough
sense not to dwell on it for too long. That is, until I heard it again last week.

Engine 2 crew working with Fire
Inspector, Doug Strosnider on area
familiarization

During a station visit, a crew shared a version of the same rumor, that some of
our firefighters do not know the plan for where we are going. (Continued on pg 5)
February 18, 2018 at 2:43 p.m. 24909 Madison Avenue:
Truck 1 responded to a reported trash can fire at the
Madison Reserve Condominiums. While responding Truck 1
reported a large column of smoke visible as they left the
Station. A second Engine (Engine 4) was requested. On
scene Truck 1 reported a large 30 yard Dumpster fully
involved in fire next to a structure. The Fire was quickly
knocked down with no damage to the exposures. Damage
was confined to the dumpster. The Cause of the fire is
undetermined after investigation. No witnesses came
forward with information as to the cause.

It is not the Critic Who Counts
Theodore Roosevelt

“It is not the critic who counts; not the man
who points out how the strong man stumbles,
or where the doer of deeds could have done
them better. The credit belongs to the man
who is actually in the arena, whose face is
marred by dust and sweat and blood; who
strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short
again and again, because there is no effort without error and
shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who
knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends
himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails,
at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be
with those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor
defeat.”
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Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

CONDITIONS
Location
The entrapment site is located in the
eastern portion of Ventura County,
north of the town of Fillmore. The
entrapment site is along the base of
the eastern portion of Santa Paula
Ridge, southeast, and below San
Cayetano Mountain.

On December 13, 2017, a CAL FIRE Engine Strike Team
(STEN1), with a leader (STL1) from the San Diego Unit
(MVU), was assigned to Branch III, Division X of the
Thomas Fire above the community of Fillmore in Ventura
County, California. On the morning of December 14,
Fire History for the area
2017, a Fire Apparatus Engineer (FAE1) and four
The entrapment site lies within the
FireFighter I’s (FF1, FF2, FF3 and FF4) from STEN1 were
footprint of the:
engaged in the placement of a hoselay in support of a
 Boulder Creek Fire
1957
3,734 acres
dozer line with fire established above the line. At
 Grand Fire
1996
10,949 acres
approximately 9:27 AM, while attempting to suppress
 Piru Fire
2003
63,719 acres
spot fires below the dozer line, FAE1 became entrapped
and suffered fatal injuries. The four firefighters on the Weather
dozer line retreated up their escape route without injury. The Temescal RAWS unit is 11.5 miles northeast of the site at an
elevation of 1,124 feet and representative of the conditions at

A Board of Review has not approved this Informational
the time of the entrapment:
Summary Report. It is intended to enhance safety and
 Temperature: 71° Fahrenheit
training, aid in preventing future occurrences, and to
 Relative Humidity (RH): 7%
inform interested parties.

MORE

EMS Coordinator
Jennifer Antonucci
They get up every day with an all-too-familiar gnawing deep
inside their soul, wondering how they will make it through
another day—watching, waiting, praying for a merciful end
while secretly hoping for a miracle. Being invited into the
lives of desperately ill people and witnessing their courage,
caring, and humanity instilled in me hope and optimism that
stays with me long after my days responding to their
emergencies are done.
But it was never easy.

In Quiet Desperation
Feb 12, 2018 by Michael Morse

 “Rescue 1; respond to 523 Park Avenue for a female
unresponsive.”
 “Rescue 1, Responding.”
 I look at her notes:
 End stage renal failure. Diabetes. Congestive heart
failure. Hypertension.

In homes all around us, behind closed doors and behind
stoic faces that conceal the pain, horror, and resignation
of caring for terminal patients, are people who live their
lives in heroic fashion; people that will never be
HERE
acknowledged for their bravery or awarded medals or
certificates of appreciation.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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'Get back in here!' Sandy Hook lessons
spared lives in Florida shooting
Reuters • February 16, 2018 • Barbara Glodberg

As soon as she heard “Code Red Lockdown” on her radio in a Florida high
school library, Diana Haneski remembered how a fellow librarian saved lives
by locking 22 people in a supply closet during the massacre at Sandy Hook
Elementary School.

“She was there that day in Sandy Hook and because of her I knew what to
do,” said Haneski, 57, a library media specialist at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, where a former student is charged
with shooting dead 17 people on Wednesday.
- MORE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

INSPECTION SUMMARY
FINAL-Fire
3
FIRE-Alarm Final
2
FIRE-Miscellaneous
1
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
2
State Mandated Inspections
0
Business Inspections
11
Business Re-Inspections
11
Citizen Complaint Inspections
0
Job Site Visits
1
Business Consultation
4
Knox Box Key Install
2
Investigation
0
Total
37
New Submittals
Fire Sprinklers
19
Fire Alarms
1
Building
1
Total
21
Resubmittals
Fire Alarms
1
Underground Water
1
Building
3
Total
5
Plan Check Review
Approved
22
Corrections
2
Total
24
Fees Collected
$18,489

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: No activity

T2: In service – St 2

Station 2: No activity

E2: In service- St 5

Station 3: Roll-up door repaired

E3: In service

Station 4: Roll-up door parts ordered

E4: In service
E5: OOS
E21: OOS

Station 5: No activity

B2: In service
B3: In service
B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service

Predictive Services Wesite HERE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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Captain Eric Ackerman

Study shows firefighters’ exposure to
smoke increases disease risk

RESPONSE DATA
2
0
102
8
1
6
8
1
33
8
1
170

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous
TOTAL CALLS

EMS calls Only
Measurable
90%
Goal Reached
Call Processing
1:03
90%
Turnout
1:47
39%
Travel
6:47
49%
Total Response
8:45
48%
FIRE Calls Only
Measurable
90%
Goal Reached
Call Processing
01:15
67%
Turnout
02:01
61%
Travel
6:12
58%
Total Response
8:43
53%

Wildfire Today • By Bill Gabbert • Feb 6, 2018
Depending on the type of work performed and the number of years of
exposure, the increased risk can be 22 to 39 percent.

After collecting data from wildland firefighters in the field, a group of
researchers concluded that firefighters’ exposure to smoke can increase
the risk of mortality from lung cancer, ischemic heart disease, and
cardiovascular disease. In this first section we cover what is in vegetation
fire smoke, and after that we have details about the additional mortality
risk faced by firefighters who can’t help but breathe the toxic
substances.
What is in the air that firefighters breathe?
There have been many studies about smoke dating back to the 1988
NIOSH project at the fires in Yellowstone National Park. Most of them
confirmed that yes, wildland firefighters ARE exposed to smoke and in
most cases they quantified the amount.
In 2004 Timothy E. Reinhardt and Roger D. Ottmar found a witches’
brew of methyl ethyl bad stuff that firefighters are breathing. All of these
are hazardous to your health:


Aldehydes (volatile organic compounds); can cause immediate
irritation of the eyes, nose, and throat, and inhalation can cause
inflammation of the lungs. Short-term effects include cough,
shortness of breath, and chest pain. The most abundant
aldehyde in smoke is formaldehyde. When formaldehyde enters
the body, it is converted to formic acid, which also is toxic.

MORE HERE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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Now, I smiled and did the best I could to explain where the hard work
will hopefully lead us, but I have to admit that it struck an uneasy chord.
I rationalized that all our people, sworn and unsworn, have put too
much effort into planning for the future for it to be somehow ignored.
I further rationalized that the comments must come from the unengaged, sometimes annoyingly vocal minority that
you read about in business journals. Maybe, but not likely.
Forming, Storming, Norming, and Performing
The truth is that it’s natural; in fact, it’s textbook. Captain Sean DeGrave
asked me a couple of days ago where I thought we were in our cycle of
organizational growth. He was referencing Tuckman’s stages of group
development: Forming, Storming, Norming, and Performing. We discussed
the process during our 2015, retreat to help participants better understand
what they were getting into over the next few years. Now, Sean was
schooling me on my own lesson, and his timing and context were both right
on point.
The sequence packages four phases that begins with getting acquainted, moves to scrapping over control, levels off at
building a cohesive team, and finishes by developing a trusting atmosphere. The order certainly makes sense, but
history would show that the dash between each of these points is a bit messier than most expect, and it can be
sometimes difficult to place a pin at the point where a team exactly is in the process. Still, Sean deserved an answer.
My pin would be placed somewhere between the storming and norming phase; but, maybe not for the same reasons
others might give.
The Power of Hope
Hope is what moves dreams to outer edges of reality. Hope builds relationships. Hope drives accountably. Hope puts
smiles on the faces of those that serve on committees, work on projects, and work more overtime than a healthy
balance would dictate. Hope builds trust, and trust is the final performing stage in the cycle. The work does not have
to be completed for there to be hope; in fact, the purest hope comes from an understanding that the work is never
quite complete. We are not there yet; but we will be.
One of the truisms we have been spreading a lot lately is that data is the backbone of a good story. Data alone can be
stiff, boring, and lack context – no disrespect to Chief Lantzer’s mad skills. Alone, a good story may widen a smile, but
also be perceived as little more than a shallow dream, with little expectation of it actually coming true.
While there are certainly a number of small work groups that have progressed
beyond the norming phase, our department is still treading on fresh ground. Even
with Council and City Manager support, the rest of the story has yet to be written,
leaving some to be cautious about where to place their trust and hope.
Choose Your Own Way
So, yes there are still questions; yes, there is still apprehension; and yes, some
members of our fire department are hedging a bit on where to place their
confidence.
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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The challenge will be to avoid keeping those feelings from becoming a
self-fulfilling prophesy. Viktor Frankl – a Holocaust survivor – once
said, “When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are
challenged to change ourselves,” and “Everything can be taken from
a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms—to choose
one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own
way.” I interpret that to mean, I need to start with my own attitude
and control what I can control – the rest will usually take care of itself.
With the near completion of our first accreditation effort, and all of the other committee work and analysis that has
been done, I have painted a mental picture that sustains me. We are on the doorstep of the next phase in our
development; in our hands we are holding several large satchels full of detailed reports on APCOM, facilities, training,
communication systems, prevention, and emergency management. With us are a number of other city departments;
the mood is good, because we have been working hard and, while painful at times, we are proud of the effort and
courage it took to get it done. Because we have done our best, our success has already been determined, regardless
of if or when the door actually opens. We are ready.
That is who we are. Murrieta Fire and Rescue should be known as a department that was not afraid to honor where
it has been, dream of the possibilities, and take action to ensure continuous improvement. Obstacles are expected –
we will handle our business; control what we can control; and adapt as necessary without straying from our mission
to serve.

Just a reminder that the Stairclimb fundraiser is this Saturday the 24th! It will be in the
intersection in front of Albertsons shopping center on Cal Oaks. We will be doing both
“Fill the Boot” and climbing for a cure on a stair stepper. Please come out and give us a
hand. The event will be from 0900 to 1500. Bring your safety gear if you want to climb,
if not at least your safety vest and helmet for Fill the Boot. Hope to see you there!
Thanks! Andy Stang
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: Tammy McCoy-Arballo: 760-885-6952
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◄ Sydney Baird attends Murrieta Elementary and
one of the office staff couldn’t eat them, but bought
them as a donation to the firefighters.

Jenny Crane

◄Ribbon Cutting – Courtyard Marriot
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